






Perceptions of Destination 
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1 These include an analysis of the fiscal and economic impacts by Fodor and Associates, 
ELESCO’s study for Sunriver, a 2007 analysis of employment and payroll generated by 
destination resorts by the Oregon Employment Department, and considerable work on the 
issue by County staff as a part of the Destination Resort Remapping project, and several 
studies by private development interests and non-profit organizations such as the Urban 
Land Institute. 
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Costs for mitigation of habitat impacts 
Participants from environmental groups discussed the costs that would be 
associated with mitigating the negative effects on wildlife habitats.  
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2 Participants identified sagebrush resorts as resorts that are distant from population centers 
(e.g., those that meet the Goal 8 criteria), adjacent resorts such as resorts that are near or 
adjacent to UGBs, and urban resorts such as those that are either within or functionally part 
of a city. 
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APPENDIX A: FOCUS GROUP SUMMARY REPORTS 
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Pros & Cons 
As a warm‐up to get participants thinking about both sides of the issues, 
participants each spoke for 60 seconds or less, sharing key pros and cons of 
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16  Real estate sales  Reduction of fallow land  Reduce public enjoyment 
of natural amenities 
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2  Jobs   Erosion, sediment  Division between 
economic spectrums –
especially housing 






5  Housing   Impacts from roads  Temporary jobs/ 
employment 
6  Public improvements  Air quality   
















HOW TO ANALYZE HIGH PRIORITY ITEMS, WHO SHOULD BE INVOLVED, WHAT 
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County. The report will go before the County Board of Commissioners on 
September 30. 
